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Route 8, Frederick, id. 21701 
2/12/73 

Dear Dick, • 

As I remember it, the laet time .0 spoke you indicated the 
belief that the Feeedoe of Information law might well be used 
more by the major eedia. Perhaps the regret that it had not been. 

The Whitten case provides what I believe aye possibilities 
for using it where refusals to provide the information asked would 
in itself cake legitimate news. I .ould anticipate that the investi-
gatory aloe exemption would be invoked. Thie exemption does not 
cover all investigatory files, although the FBI would like it to be 
believed that it doom. Claiming the exemption would be a kiud of 
answer, as you way remember from the letter I sent you that I got 
from Philip Dean. One doesn't claim the non-existent is exempt, for 
one example. And under some circumstances the exemption is waived, 
if involuntarily. 

I know of this case only what has been reported. Of the stories 
I've seen, one request I'd recommend, if anyone had any interest iu 
using the law for reporting, is for a picture of the top of each of 
the cartons. If the answer is that no pietures were taken, then 
the Phl denied Whitten and the othere their right to exculpatory 
evidence, a right since the days of Aaron Dusee If it refused under 
the exception, then it exists and is the right of the accused under 
Jencke, in additioneto the pre-existing right. There are other 
possibilities, 1 think. 

If anyone wore to want to attempt sone investigative-reporting on 
this, T think the law could be a veluable aid. e have some things that 
could be helpful in it. 

Reference to the typewriter in today's story nal:ea we wonder if 
there is to be an attonpt to link thie case with eome strange doings 
in the 3tate of ';laeneneton, where some of the FBI's finks were ui.ioui the 
fartheroetout. If my memory is correct, they did eerie boebiegs with 
federal eaterials. 

If this interests you and can help, let me know. The Peet has 
several copieseX of the ettoreey.General's Aemorandum on this law. I 
provided them. it is a good guide but no =re the that because it 
proceeds acy of the decisions. There is also an unpublished steey by 
the edwinistrativo Vonforence of the enited etates, :hick I have. It is 
not binding bat doom sueeest sae, new aperoaches end possibilitieo. it 
is not generally undoretood, but tide law oae work feat. any case under 
it pea to the head of the docket. • 

Sincerely, 

Uerold Weisberg 


